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1. GERMAN FRIGATE CONSORTIUM
Mini Steel Mill Phase
1

Galvanisation of CRC: Autobody Steel (cars)
for export, galvanised sheet presently being
imported. The galvanising plant will use Cold
Rolled Coil steel (CRC) initially imported to
satisfy the quality requirements of work ability
and adhesion. The SA automotive industry are
not able to use SA steel to press body parts.
If the steel is at suitable quality and world
market price it could double export of cars and
automotive parts.

Mini Steel Mill Phase
2

Upgrade operation to use local steel (HRC:
Iscor) for galvanising plant, this stage involves
technology transfer and investment to improve
the local CRC in order to be of satisfactory
quality to produce suitable galvanised sheet.
The transfer of quality inspection and ability to
rectify of faults will be of emence value to the
local steel industry.

Crank Shaft Foundry

New technology for the production of
automotive crankshafts for export.(export
capacity at ADE), Darcast will be transferring
the production of Spheroidal Graphite Iron
Crankshafts to ADE. Full technical liason from
initial design to prototype production to
transfer the state of the art technology. The
plant for the production of the cast crank
shafts will be capable of manufacturing 0.5
million units per annum. The units will be
marketed by Darcast globally.

Exports (Automotive
Components)

Budd Thyssen intends sourcing automotive
components from South Africa intended for
overseas markets including USA

> Government call centres
and help lines

Investment Projects under consideration- German Frigate
Consortium
Production of Solar
Panels and Wafers

Proposal to manufacture and slice silicon
wafers for solar energy applications, andlocal
growing of crystals. Tenesa a French local
manufacture of solar panel, intends increasing
the local content of its panels, and increase its
competitiveness in the international market.

Silicon Smelter
upgrade for wafer
quality

Upgrade present smelter in Pietersburg to
accommodate higher purity silicon for wafer
production. The an additional furnace will
improve the quality of silicon sold
internationally and the exports will fetch a
better price. The present quality from this
plant is not internationally acceptable. This
plant investment will significantly improve
market accessibility for SA silicon. The plant
will be a JV with the investor and technology
partner.
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partner.
Investment Projects under consideration- German Frigate
Consortium
Cosmetics Packaging JV proposed with local company to transfer
high tech packaging technology and design to
SA. The local cosmetic industry require
upmarket packaging to compete
internationally, Pechiney who presently
supplies to most French cosmetic and fashion
companies, is willing to transfer the design and
production capability to SA as well as invest in
this project.
Gold Refining
modernisation

Harmony Gold Mine is presently processing high
value gold products, proposal to expand this
capacity and add further high value processing
plant to be transferred to SA.. The prospect of
increased capacity will result in increased high
value gold sales, from both, the fine casting,
into market demanded sizes as well as from the
manufacture of gold semi’s, the equipment will
be transferred from the Middle East from an
existing plant and situated close to the source
of gold thus creating a cost advantage.
Pechiney have a marketing division that will
participate in the marketing of the products.

Chromex Mining

Low carbon chromium to be exported to
Canada, forms the basis for this investment in
chromium processing Nlala Mining. This
empowerment initiative has the prospect of
additional export market of high value
chromium exports.

Vanadium Pentoxide
Production

Mine North of Pretoria, will be expanding
activities in vanadium processing, international
partner is vanadium marketer.

Ductile Tubes Plant
Modern.

French iron pipe producer to expand local plant

Production of Textiles Automotive components for export
and Plastic
components
Production of Plastic
Components

Automotive components for export

2. GERMAN SUBMARINE CONSORTIUM
Stainless Steel Plant

World Class Stainless Steel Plant: Using state
of the art technology, ‘compact strip
production"(CSP), at a competitive location, in
South Africa (Iron and Chromium Deposits) and
at the coast, a stainless steel producing plant
based on this CSP technology is proposed to
produce Stainless Steel with a competitive
advantage in the world market. South Africa is
one of the largest chromium producing
countries, with a low energy cost.
The global marketing of the product will be
handled by one of the world leaders in this
area, and this market is growing at 7% per
annum.

Stainless Steel
Fabrication

Fabrication of St. Steel products

Investment Projects under consideration
SS sinks plant

Manufacture of Kitchen Sinks from Stainless
Steel

SS cultlery plant

Manufacture of cutlery from Stainless Steel

3. AGUSTA - LUH
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Special Steel Minimill
- Danielli/ABS

The proposed erection and operation of a plant
to produce Special Steels(Bar and Wire -Long
Products), for tool, bearing, engineering and
forging steels. These steels are mainly
imported at present and are largely consumed
by our export industries in automotive and
engineering. ABS/Daniele is a world renowned
operator of the planned technology and plan to
participate in the project at all levels including
marketing. The local industries mentioned are
enthusiastic about the prospect of high grade
steels of export quality being available to
stimulate local industry.

Filk Gold

Manufacture of gold chains, transfer of design
and manufacturing technology, and products.
The partner is Filk , which is number 3 in the
world for gold jewellery manufacture. Filk
proposes to transfer personnel to train local
workforce and is presently engaged in a JV in
South Africa, this proposal will be an expansion
of present activities. The fully integrated
manufacturing of gold chains is proposed. As
well as developing local design capability.

Mohair Alpha Tops

The extension of the manufacturing of mohair
products into the higher value products.
Transfer of design and production know how.
The local partner has a relationship with ALPHA
TOPS a leading fine fabric producer who has
successfully added value to the South
American fine wool industry. This project will
increase the level of investment in this area
and focus more technology transfer into this
venture.

Investment Projects under consideration
Ostrich skin tannery

Transfer of technology and know-how for the
ostrich leather tanning, processing and
production of first class leather goods, such as
bags, belts, and other leather items. The farm
located in Potgietersrus is a large producer of
meat and can expand significantly if the is a
market made available by the Italians for the
leather. Plant is planned to tan the leather to
the requirements of the Italian and European
fashion industry, Enny a fashion design and
manufacture is being drawn into the project.

Zirconium
micronisation

Grinding of Zirconium to powder using unique
technology. The micronisation of Zirconium
adds value to this product and the project
proposers are part of a world cartel on the
supply of Zirconium Flour.
By marketing from South Africa will they will be
changing the market significantly to our export
advantage of a higher value product.

Silicon metal

Production/purification of silicon metal of
chemical grade. The project intends, for the
training of South African operators, and the
plant will export 90% of its output. Presently
only there is only one producer locally and
they have not been able to penetrate export
market due to poor quality. The higher purity
material has a higher world demand and at a
premium price, the transfer of technology
through training will fast track the export

4. GKN - MARITIME HELICOPTER
GKN Chep SA - RTP
Packaging
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system. South Africa has an advantage in the
supply of Polypropylene plastic products and
this project will give this export a value added
boast. The design and tooling will be done in
South Africa. The logistics operation will
extend to the export of fresh produce from SA
including high value packaging.
GKN Sinter Metals

Transfer to South Africa of GKN Sinter Metals
expertise in the field of powdered metal
component technology and expansion of local
operation. This technology is used in
automotive components and the local company
now has access to the GKN leading edge
technology and world market.

Salmac Stainless
Tube

Stemcor Trade Finance to promote export to
the European Union of highly specialised
stainless steel products for various industries.
Stemcor has an established marketing network
and this will be used to fast track exports from
South Africa.

SANKEY- Land Rover
Defender Chassis

Transferring to Regbaudi Investments Ltd of
Brits the assembly of Land Rover Defender
chassis which have traditionally been imported
complete. The transfer of the tooling and
jigging has resulted in the increased capability
of the local company to successfully export
automotive sub-assemblies.

Investment
Projects under
consideration
Team Lynx

Partnership with Denel to Participate in the
upgrade of Lynx for RAF, Denel to export
components for Lynx Refit. Denel’s current
structural work for the Lynx would be extended
to include all future Lynx programmes. Denel
will attain the higher profile internationally by
supply contracts.

Specialty steel
exports

Export of Special Steels for use by GKN Group,
from Iskor and proposed new Speciality Steel
Mill (Agusta). Under this initiative, GKN would
commit to purchasing 25% of its steel
requirements from South Africa, provided the
supply criteria are met.

Pallet exports

Export of timber components for pallets, from
GKN SA . Chep SA is also investigating the
opportunity to export completed pallets
through international pallet pools (with an
initial focus on Europe) The initiative could
result in initial annual exports of 4 million
Rands, with 16 million rands per annum from
exports of components to Chep America.

5a. BAE/SAAB Lift + Alpha
Atlas Copco Mining
Equipment

Atlas Copco to develop its principal subsidiary
Interoc as a principle supplier and producer of
niche mining components for local and export
market (Canada, Australia, India, Mexico,
South America, Zambia and Zimbabwe).
Products include rock drilling equipment. Atlas
Copco has transferred the production of mining
tools from Chile to South Africa.

Radius SCADA
systems

Joint venture to market, develop and
manufacture remote control systems for
electricity, gas and water distribution.
Customised remote control products for
Supervision, Control and Data Acquisition
(SCADA) systems. Markets include power and
water distribution networks in and SA and
SADC countries. Also includes acquisition and
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SADC countries. Also includes acquisition and
investment in technologies such as software
development, quality control and testing
facilities.
Electrolux Household
Appliances

Electrolux SA to develop production facilities in
C/Town and Bronkhorstpruit to manufacture
floor care products in to meet the increased
world demand. Electrolux SA to be established
as a preferred supplier
for absorption refrigerators and niche floor care products. Possibility of expansion of
operations through new investments and
corporate acquisitions.

ABB Capacitor
production

ABB Powertech to invest in a majority share of
Westingcorp through investments in
technology and know how transferred from
facilities in Europe for the manufacture of
capacitors based on updated technology.
Markets include SA, Sub Saharan and overseas
markets. Feasibility studies and implementation
plans completed

Irenco Plastic
Moulding

BAE / SAAB to facilitate investment in a JV
company to expand IRENCO’s manufacturing
capacity of injection moulding facilities and will
transfer mould design and manufacturing
technology. New material technologies, mould
design and production process technologies will
be integrated into existing capabilities to
expand Irenco’s export production. Feasibility
study completed.

Pre-paid metering

ABB Powertech to establish a JV with SA
company to become a preferred supplier of
pre-payment electricity. SA company to utilise
ABB sales and marketing skills and its
worldwide network to substantially increase
exports. Feasibility studies and implementation
plans completed.

5a. BAE/SAAB Lift + Alpha
Automotive
Component
Procurement (BAE)

BAE/ SAAB to establish a joint marketing
venture to promote SA automotive component
suppliers to maximise European markets.
Components include engine, gearbox and
powertrain, chassis and suspension, electrical
and trim. Analysis of UK and Swedish market
and discussions with SA suppliers continue.

ABB JV Conlog Solar
Home systems

JV between ABB SA and Conlog to produce
pre-payment electrical meters and solar power
manufacturing for the domestic and export
markets. Includes electronic meters, remote
metering systems, magnetic smart cards,
numeric token meters and plastic housing.
Through ABB’s worldwide marketing and
distribution networks exports to UK and Asia
are possible. Spin off would be the
manufacture of new pre payment solar home
electricity system for local and export markets.
Feasibility studies and implementation plans
completed.

Lesjofors Spring
Procure &
Manufacture

Lesjofors a leading spring manufacture
company in Europe has international market
access. SAAB through its influence on Lejofors
and its provision of quality assurance and
management and its training and education
programmes will facilitate the developing
relationships between SA spring manufactures
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relationships between SA spring manufactures
and Lesjofors. Lesjofors will ultimately maximise
exports of springs from SA suppliers.
ABB Procurement

ABB SA and its associated companies will be
preferred suppliers of specific components and
systems for the ABB Group worldwide. Products
include transformers, powerlines, switchgear,
substaions, rectifiers and galvanised steel
towers. ABB will also provide expert training
and education courses. Feasibility studies and
implementation plans completed.

BIM Kemi AKD Wax
Production

JV between BIM Kemi (Swedish company) and
Sasol to manufacture AKD wax using local
carbon monoxide sources. Plant will establish
SA as a highly competitive primary supplier of
AKD wax to European, North American and
Asian paper and packaging industries. Wax will
be distributed through BIM Kemi’s existing
global sales network. Partnership of Bim
Kemi(55%) and Sasol/Sekonjalo (45%)

Transtrade, SJ
Internat. Rail Wagon

JV between SAAB, SJ International (Swedish)
and Transwerk to market the Scheffel bogie
(patent of Transwerk) on the Swedish market
and to further develop a new self-steering
bogie for use on new high speed freight rolling
stock in the European market. SJ International
to provide access to European networks and
knowledge of European operational standards
and environments. Negotiations underway to
promote Transwerk as a preferred supplier to
Nordwaggon. Supply of 1000 railway bogies
underway. SAAB to finance the development of
new bogie and market activities.

5a. BAE/SAAB Lift + Alpha
Volvo Auto
Component
Procurement

Volvo in its effort to expand has identified SA
as one of its strategic markets. Volvo to
establish a purchasing organisation in SA to
source component parts which include alloy
wheels, starter motors, wiper motors and
catalytic converters. Additional products being
evaluated include water pumps, harnesses,
leather seat coverings and castings and
forgings. SAAB to assist in the development of
the new purchasing centre and service centres
as well as the provision of training. Volvo to
provide SA suppliers access to export markets.
Potential SA companies have been identified by
Volvo’s purchasing team.

MIAB GSM Base
Station Enclosures

MIAB to set up a manufacturing facility in SA
instead of Hungary to produce GSM Base
stations for use in extreme climatic conditions.
Markets currently include Sub Saharan Africa
and will also include domestic market, once the
3rd cellular licence has been awarded. Inputs
for base stations will benefit sub suppliers as it
involves producing electrical and electronic
components, aluminium components, insulation
material and corrugated galvanised steel
sheeting. MIAB will also source some
components for other facilities in China and
Hungary. Subcontracting to SMME’s and Black
empowerment companies to be used for
electrical installation and transportation.
Subsidiary company already established.
Production to commence in late 1999.

Swede Fish
Processing
Technology

Swedefish (organisation representing value
added chain of the fish industry) will establish
a strategic partnership with SMME SA fish
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farmers to develop a jointly owned fish
processing facility. Swedefish will transfer
know-how and technology and promote the
development of PDI fish farming companies.
SAAB will provide recruitment and training as
well as facilitate the funding. Project is ready
for implementation.
Furniture
Procurement

SAAB to implement a programme to increase
furniture procurement from SA using the
Swedish furniture industry global distribution
network. SAAB will also develop new furniture
manufacturing businesses in SA. Initiatives
includes a programme to increase efficiency
and operation at sawmills, transfer of Nordic
skills and know how at sawmills, access to
production process technology, design skills,
quality assurance and know how in
manufacturing, training in Europe, developing
new capacities in the form on SMME’s and
PDI’s close to mills. Feasibility studies
completed, ready for implementation.

ABB Circuit Breaker

ABB Installation Materials to establish a new
production facility for low voltage circuit
breakers in SA. Markets will be ABB SA and ABB
worldwide. Feasibility studies and
implementation plans completed.

5a. BAE/SAAB Lift + Alpha
Investment Projects under consideration
Tourism

Employees of the Group will be targeted to
visit SA

Coega IDZ

Attraction and funding of projects in the
IDZ(Ind Dev. Zone)

5b. BAe LIFT only, option
Project
British Aerospace
Industrial Park

Establishment and support of manufactures to
supply light engineering components to Bae.
The planning and design of the industrial park
as well as the management will be conducted
by Bae and its partners, based on a successful
model in Malayasia, in the aerospace industry,
a previous Bae offset commitment that has
been discharged.

MKMVA Industrial Agri Establishment and support of manufactures to
Business Park
supply agricultural and light engineering
components to BAE. The capacity building to
supply the potential export order is the main
focus at the MKVA industrial park.. The project
has commenced.
(Denel investment)

Investment in Denel, the investments to be
claimed will need to be approved, by DTI and
Armscor, as per draft contract(MOU)

Investment
Projects under
consideration
Infrastructure JV

Sourcing of components to be supplied into
Africa on infra-structure projects. Itochu and
other suppliers into infra structure projects are
forming a joint venture company and this
company will source from SA for these large
projects.

Automotive Project

Transfer of design and production of vehicle to
South Africa. This project involves the
formation of team to co-operate on the moving
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of this project to South Africa, The company is
the key decision maker and BAE is facilitating
the process. The envisaged move of subsuppliers from their overseas location will
require substantial investment and the parties
involved will need to raise this investment.
Investment
Projects under
consideration (Lift
only)
Ti dioxide pigment
plant

Erection of a plant to manufacture Titanium
Dioxide pigment- World Class Plant. The
attraction of a suitable technology and
investment partner in Titanium pigment
production is being pursued.
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